Laterality of theta waves recorded from the bilateral hippocampi in freely moving male rats.
The correlation of rhythmic slow activity (RSA, "theta rhythm") of the rat hippocampus with voluntary movement is well known. However, it is not clear whether there is any difference between the right and left hippocampal function, and profiles of each electroencephalogram (EEG) in the rat. We fixed two paired chronically indwelling electrodes in the bilateral hippocampi, bilaterally enclosing the dorso-ventral structure. It was demonstrated that the distribution of the EEG frequency from the right ventral hippocampus was not the same as that on the other side when the rats were walking in an open area as a novelty environment. Morphological investigation suggested that there was no symmetry in structure between the right and left hippocampi in the rat. In the present investigation, bilateral hippocampal EEGs were also not identical. It is assumed that the left and right hippocampi have different functions in the rat.